Grammar

1. I’m very thirsty. I ............. a juice.
   a) I’ ll have
   b) I’m going to have
   c) I have
   d) a and b are correct

2. when I was young I used to ..........
   a) play tennis.
   b) playing tennis.
   c) plaing the tennis.
   d) played tennis.

3. I ............., when you ..........
   a) studied / arrived
   b) was studying / arrived
   c) have been studying / arrive
   d) study / arrive

4. The man ............. you talked yesterday is my father.
   a) that
   b) which
   c) to which
   d) to whom

5. I’ve never seen such ............. rain.
   a) a
   b) the
   c) X
   d) an

6. What are you looking .......?
   a) to
   b) from
   c) in order to
   d) at

7. Choose the correct sentence.
   a) How good it looks!
   b) How good looks it!
   c) How it looks good!
   d) a and c are correct.
8. Choose the correct sentence.
a) What lovely pictures you took!
b) What you took lovely pictures!
c) What you took pictures lovely!
d) Lovely pictures what you took!

9. Choose the correct sentence
a) Only by working, will you pass the subject.
b) Only by working, you will pass the subject.
c) By working only, will you pass the subject.
d) By working only, you will pass the subject.

10. Choose the correct sentence
a) A wonderful big round rubber balloon
b) A big round rubber wonderful balloon
c) A big wonderful round rubber balloon
d) A wonderful big rubber round balloon

----------Clave----------
1. (a)  
2. (a)  
3. (b)  
4. (d)  
5. (c)  
6. (d)  
7. (a)  
8. (a)  
9. (a)  
10. (a)